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Drunken Squirrel on a Rampage 

With the new release of a Nintendo 64 classic game we find our favorite blue eyed, red

squirrel back the action. Conker: Live and Reloaded on the Xbox is the new remake of an instant

and timeless classic Conker’s Bad Day Fury. For all of the comic book fans I know that remakes

can cause an instantaneous need to vomit (i.e. Daredevil), this remake is actually worthwhile. For

all of those who played the first one, the single player is almost exactly the same and it should be

advised to skip the ten hours or so of boring platforms (remember you have already played this

game) and move on to the multiplayer. 

But, for the new comers to the game here is the heads up. Conker is a drunken, money

loving, war veteran squirrel who finds himself in an assortment of different disconcerting

situations. With his uncanny and odd friends Conker is trying to resolve his many conflicts with

the other forest characters and make his way back to his smoking hot, psychotic, girlfriend

Bunny. You will find that through out the game there is a continuous line of farts, cursing, and

explicit gestures which adds to the amusing and humorous aspects of the game. 

Once you have mastered the single player and all of the people that have already played

the first game, move on to the great multiplayer.  The multiplayer is based off a Halo 2 game

engine with the same inverted shooting and dual analog controls. Different war boards

(remember the opening scene of the original) are used to fight Squirrels verse Tediz and you can

play a multitude of games from “Capture the Flag” to one- on- one death matches. It allows you

to change characters in the middle of the game play, pick teams, and the board layouts. The best
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part about the multiplayer is the fact it is part of the Xbox live circle. With this addition it can

extend game play from hours to months.

The game is great and the cursing, drunken pissing, foul language, and a life that is

sustained by floating chocolate just makes Conker more lovable. With the new Multiplayer and

the Xbox graphics this Game is sure to be a new Xbox classic. My only complaint is that I can

not get enough of Conker. I can not wait till the sequel hits the shelves.


